
	 	 	

The Express
A Scrapbook Super Station Newsletter

O p e n  7  D a y s  A  W e e k  
S u n d a y s  1 2  t o  5  

M o n d a y  t o  S a t u r d a y  9  t o  8  

w w w . s c r a p b o o k s t a t i o n . c o m

T E L E P H O N E  
(724)  287-4311

FIND US ON 
FACEBOOK & TWITTER

We are a full service store!   
Come see us for: 

Color Copies of Layouts 
Picture Machine 

Classes and Special Events  
Private Crops and Parties 

Open Crop Area 
BPC Savings Clubs 

Gift Certificates 
Personal Scrapper Service 

Personal Organizational Services 
Friday Midnight & Sunday Crops 
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Boarding Pass Clubs 
When you are a member of one of our Boarding Pass Clubs every dollar* 
you spend on everyday merchandise you need to get those albums done 
counts towards money back in your pocket!  No other club compares to 
the savings and value offered here at Scrapbook Super Station! Not a 
member?  What are you waiting for?  Sign up today and begin saving 
every single day, on every purchase you make at your favorite local 
scrapbook store!  There is a club to suit every scrapbooker...  

Cropper Club 
The Cropper Club is for our customers who are able to shop more often 
with us and are able to come and crop with us.  With more monetary 
rewards than the Shopper AND free crop time, it’s the perfect club for 
those who want to save more!  The Cropper Club is just $4 per month 
and here is what you’ll get:  

(4) 25% Off Coupons EVERY month! 
Ability to redeem one competitor coupon every month! 
Quarterly BPC Member Sales - 15% to 50% off Storewide! 
$10.00 Rebates for every $100 you spend in regular price 
merchandise! 
Product of The Month 25% off - no coupon needed! 
Birthday Bonus Coupon! 
$10.00 in Crop Cash every quarter: attend a crop and get a $10.00 off 
coupon! 
Free Table Time when there is no scheduled class or crop! 

Shopper Club 
The Shopper Club is for our customers that can’t get in as often as they 
would like and aren’t able to crop with us, but still want coupons and 
rewards.  For just $1 per month, here is what you’ll get: 

(3) 25% Off coupons per quarter - redeemable one per month! 
Quarterly BPC Member Sales -15% to 50% off Storewide! 
Product of The Month 25% off, no coupon needed! 
Birthday Bonus Coupon! 
$10.00 Rebates for every $100 you spend in regular price 
merchandise! 

Kids Crop Card 
Want to involve your kids in scrapbooking?  Get them the Kid Crop Card 
and bring them along with you when you crop!  The Kids Crop Card is 
for kids under 16 and costs just $24 a year.  With this card, your child 
may attend a Midnighter or Sunday crop free of charge twice a year and 
they’ll receive unlimited, free table time!   
*Some coupon restrictions apply.  Only competitor coupons up to 40% off can be accepted, both their 
restrictions and ours apply.  Rebates are earned on year to date sales.  Rebates are redeemable on full 
price merchandise and must be used within 60 days of issue date.  Retreats, classes and crop fees do 
not count towards rebate goals.  Each person must ring their sales individually. No BPC Membership 
sharing is allowed.  No double incentives.  Crop Cash is issued once per quarter with paid crop 
attendance and must be used in full at one time and on regular price merchandise before the end of 
the quarter issued in.

What’s New 
Echo Park’s new I Love Sunshine collection. 
From Derwent, their  amazing Inktense Blocks…watch 
for an Inky Fingers class coming soon! 
Krylon's Acrylic Coating for making you remixed 
Media projects even more fun and interesting! 
Zig Wink of Luna pens. 
Color Lab Trigger Sprayer Bottles for mixing your own 
fun color sprays with… 
the Ken Oliver Color Burst Powders!  These amazing 
pigment powders are versatile, fun and oh so cool! 
Ken Oliver Sticky Sheets for use with steel dies and with 
any electronic cutting machine makes those intricate 
die cuts a breeze to apply to your project! 
Echo Park’s Sweet Summertime and Homegrown 
collections.  Plus, their new Mini Collections: Stars and 
Stripes, Selfie, My Little Boy & My Little Girl. 
Carta Bella’s new Rustic Elegance, a wedding line that 
also does triple duty for formal occasions or floral, girly 
pages! 
Kaiser’s new Pitter Patter, Say Aloha and Scrap Yard 
collections. 
Tim HOltz’s newest color release from Ranger:  Twisted 
Citron!  This bright, happy color will get you the 
summer spirit! 
Bo Bunny’s new Boardwalk, Juliet, and Penny 
Emporium collections. 
From Sandylion we have received new Frozen Papers, 
stickers !  And from Offray we have new Frozen ribbon! 
From Thermo Web, we have received their new Deco 
Foil!  Foil is all the rage and their simple system makes 
foil application easy and fun! 
Authentique’s new Freedom collection and their new 
basics, Spectrum, which is full of beautiful shades of 
papers in basic patterns like dots and stripes.

Midnighter and Sunday Crops 
There is just one place to be on a Friday night or Sunday 
afternoon, and that is here at Scrapbook Super Station 
cropping with your friends!  For just $10 you get 5 hours of 
cropping time, a treat and access to our wonderful staff that 
can answer any and all of your questions!  Plus, if  you are a 
BPC Cropper Member, once a quarter that $10 fee will be 
refunded to you in the form of Crop Cash that is usable 
anytime that quarter on a purchase.  What could be better?  
We can’t wait to see you, so register today 724-287-4311.  



A YEAR OF CARDS: How would you like to have a night or day out 
with the “girls” and learn techniques to make WOW cards to send 
to everyone?  Raelene wants you to have that “girl time!” She will 
guide you while making cards every month, throughout the year, 
for you to send to your friends & family. You will use stamps, inks 
& mists, as well as the latest and greatest products that arrive 
throughout the year to make two each of four different cards, for 
a total of 8 cards!  We will stay ahead of the seasons, making 
cards each month for upcoming events and holidays. Get on board 
and sign up for each month so that you don’t miss out on the fun!  
$20.00  
UPCOMING DATES: 
Monday, June 15th at 10 AM, 2 PM & 6 PM 
Monday, July 13th at 10 AM, 2 PM & 6 PM 

CARD CLUB:  Join us each month and let Raelene teach you a 
wonderful technique at each meeting.  You’ll then go home and 
use that technique to make 12 cards to bring to the next class.  
You’ll exchange those cards with the other class participants and 
so on each month! You will get some amazing samples and great 
ideas from all those who participate! It will be fun to see how 
different each card will be! $10.00 
UPCOMING DATES: 
Monday, June 22nd at 10 AM and 6 PM 
Monday, July 27th at 10 AM and 6 PM 

COPIC INTENSIVE CLASS SERIES:  In this comprehensive two part 
class series you will go from novice to expert on the use of Copic 
Markers.  Each student will be given a comprehensive 12 chapter 
manual with detailed chapters explaining all information covered 
in class.  Such a valuable resource to have for future use! Class fee 
cover both classes and manual (binder not provided). $60.00 
COPICS-THE BASICS: In this class we will share with you our 
experience and knowledge of Copic  Markers.  Why are they 
different?  How do you buy them?  What colors should I choose?  
We will work together to answer all your questions, while we 
enjoy time together stamping and coloring.  Together we will cover 
all the basics, plus coloring techniques, caring for your markers 
and tips and tricks tutorials. Discover the world of Copic Markers 
while taking this class. 
COPICS-THE NEXT LEVEL:  Now that you have completed THE 
BASICS Copic class, join us while we take your knowledge of Copic 
Markers to the next level. We will learn to color skin and hair, as 
well as jeans and clothing types. You will learn about shadows and 
light source too. How to color monochromatic, fur and shiny 
objects will be discussed.  So much information!! After this class, 
you will feel more confident in the use of your markers. We hope 
that you will continue to practice new color combinations and 
techniques to advance your skills.  
We will be offering this class next in August.  Please stay tuned! 

INKY FINGERS:  Get your messy on with Erin as she teaches you 
techniques and tricks having to do with ink and all things messy.  
Erin will also show you how you can use fun products on your 
layouts and beyond!  Join her as you begin a new exploration in 
the world of Inky Fingers!  You will do all of your lessons in your 
own Art Journal, so please bring one with you!  This journal will 
then be a wonderful reference of materials and techniques for 
future fun!  This class CHANGES each time it is offered, so repeat 
students are welcome! See below for each month’s class details.  
$20.00 

Tuesday, June 23rd at 10 AM and 6 PM - This month we are 
scrapbooking in layers!  When you look at scrapping magazines 
or in online galleries, you see the trend of single photo pages 
with lots of layers and embellishments.  Well, this month I will 
be teaching you how to accomplish this look, in our art journals!  
So break out of the mold and come to the "other" side of 
scrapbooking! 
Tuesday, July 14th at 10 AM and 6 PM - This month we are 
exploring the world of Art Anthology!  At Amy's Favorite Things, 
you got a first hand look at this company that is new to our 
store!  Well for this class, you will get your hands on these paints 
and sprays and create your own little masterpiece! 

OFF THE PAGE:  In this class we will create an amazing project 
that is NOT a scrapbook page or card, but that utilizes paper 
crafting and stamping materials! See below for class details. 

Tuesday, June 30th at 10 AM and 6 PM $4o - Once again, 
Graphic 45 has come out with a fabulous line, Precious 
Memories, that can be cut to create a 3-D world!  Join us as we 
decorate a Graphic 45 shadowbox frame with this luscious line! 
Tuesday, July 21st at 10 AM and 6 PM $30 - I have paintbrushes 
everywhere in my craft room.  I try to keep together the ones 
that I don't use with the broken ones to repurpose at a later time.  
This month we are creating a work of art literally with our 
paintbrushes!  Add in gesso, sprays and embellishments and 
you've got the ingredients for an amazing wall hanging!  It's a 
classy up-cycle project that will inspire your creativity for years 
to come!  

T.A.G. CLASS: At T(trade)A(and)G(give) Class, you will learn a 
new technique or about a new product and create a gorgeous 4x8 
Tag. You can then add it to your scrapbook pages, give it as a gift, 
keep it for reference, display it or trade with your friends. 
Whatever you decide to do with the original, over the next month 
we encourage you to (but, you are not required to) make a TAG of 
your own design, using that featured product or technique, and 
bring it back to class with you the next month to show it to the rest 
of the students! We are sure you will love this fun new class 
concept. When you come, bring some heavy duty adhesive, foam 
dots and sticky dots to complete your project. 
Tuesday, June 8th at 10 AM and 6 PM $12 
Tuesday, July 7th at 10 AM and 6 PM $12 

PRIMA SPRING CANVAS PANEL:  Back by popular demand is our 
spring canvas!!  Using Prima products and lots of new techniques, 
you will learn just how easy it is to create.  This is the first in a 
series of "seasons" that we will be making and teaching 
throughout the year.  This is your last chance to get in on making 
all four canvases so don't miss out and sign up right away! $30 
Monday, June 1st at 10 AM and 6 PM 

GRAPHIC 45 EASEL BOX:  Using Graphic 45 By the Sea line we 
will create an easel topped box with a pull out drawer to store all 
of your treasures from the sea. $25 
Tuesday, June 9th at 10 AM and 6 PM 

BEACH MIXED MEDIA ALBUM:  All of you beach lovers are going 
to love this mixed media album using Authentique's Seaside 
collection.  We've added shells, sand, rope and lots of creativity to 
a great little chipboard album that will wow anyone.  You wont 
want to miss out on all the fun we will have learning about texture 
paints, stencils and so much more. Perfect for those seaside 
memories you cherish and want to show off.....so what are you 
waiting for? call and sign up asap.  Bring a heat gun to class if  you 
have one.  $30 
Thursday, June 16th at 10 AM and 6 PM 

TIM HOLTZ BURLAP CANVAS:  Many of you have requested a 
class based on the burlap canvas collage sample in the Ranger/ 
Tim Holtz section of our store. So, we're happy to announce that 
we are offering the class to you!    If  you haven't noticed this 
sample,  it’s a  5x7 burlap wrapped frame that we have added lots 
of metals, distress paints, die cuts and so much more.  To make 
this project personalized to you we ask that you bring a couple of 
4x6 photos with you to class.  We will help you turn your selected 
photo sepia toned on our Kodak machine.  This is a great project 
that you wont want to miss.  We ask that you bring an old apron 
(or wear an old shirt) to class. You will also want to bring heavy 
duty adhesive and your heat gun (if  you have one) with you. $30 

Students must bring their own adhesives to class.  Removable and 
permanent  dry (tape) adhesives and a wet glue are recommended. 

DON’T FORGET, YOU GET A 10% 
DISCOUNT ON YOUR CLASS DAY!

This comprehensive course is for all skill 
levels, beginner to advanced.  It doesn’t matter 
if  you are a beginner or just wish to sharpen 
your skills, this hands-on class will unlock the 
secrets you need to create, complete, and 
coordinate scrapbooking pages! The Station 
has pulled together years of experience, from 
all of our knowledgeable teachers and staff, to 
create a series of three classes.  During this 
course you will receive: 

A full color booklet for each class 
Hands on experience with tools 
Learn about design and color  theory 
Learn the importance of journaling 
Learn creative scrapbooking techniques 
Create a 2 page layout in  every class 
Receive a certificate of completion 

You receive all of this for just $40.00.  Plus, 
we supply everything you need in class, so 
there is no additional cost.   All you need to 
bring to class is yourself!  Register today to get 
the most out of your scrapbooking 
experience: 724-287-4311 

Part 1: Basics 
We will cover the basics of preparation, 
organization and storage. You will learn about 
album types, tools and work spaces. This class 
will cover how a scrapbooker takes, stores 
and uses photos to create memorable pages. 
We will cover how to choose, organize and 
use the essentials you will need to complete 
your scrapbooks. Best of all, everything is 
provided for you to complete your first 
project!  
Thursday, June 4th at 10:00 AM 
Wednesday, July 8th at 6:00 PM 

Part 2:  Design Theory 
In this class we will cover designing with 
color, structure, line and balance.  We will 
discuss the use of a color wheel and a few 
basic rules of working with patterned paper. 
We will also cover the principals of line, 
scale, lettering, shape, balance and movement. 
You will learn how sketches can aid you in 
des igning layouts from al l k ind of 
inspirational resources. We will finish up 
with a second two page spread.  
Thursday, June 411h at 10:00 AM 
Wednesday, July 15h at 6:00 PM 

Part 3: Finishing Touches 
This class will cover titles, journaling and all 
of the fun touches that make our pages 
appealing and complete. We will cover why 
and how to journal and brainstorm creative 
titles. We will touch on Copic Markers, inks, 
stamping, dry embossing and a number of 
other fun to-do techniques that will give you 
that finishing touch on your pages.  
Thursday, June 18th at 10:00 AM 
Wednesday, July 22nd at 6:00 PM 
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Class Schedule

Drop In Crafting  
Learn a new technique, make a cool craft or play with new products you’ve 

never used…all on your own schedule!  Check out our selection of projects that 

you can  drop in and make anytime!* Why make a project right away in our 

store?  Well, you’ll save money on supplies and walk out with a beautiful piece 

of art!  These crafts are designed around crafts, tools and supplies you may not 

have at home, so you’ll save money by using ours!  We even have kids projects 

available…so what are you waiting for? 
*Drop In Crafting not available when workshop is closed for large events/classes.  Please check calendar for these dates.
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Store Hours: 
Sunday 12-5 & Monday to Saturday 9-8

Call today to register for a class or crop! 
724-287-4311

Scrapbook Super Station Class and Events Calendar

Scrapbook Super Station  |  168 Point Plaza-Butler, PA 16001  | 724-287-4311 | Open 7 Days a Week! 

Cancellation policy: Fees are non-refundable. Notify us 3 days prior to date & we will reschedule you to another class.   
If  no notice is given, fee is forfeited. Workshop is closed to open cropping for all scheduled classes and crops. 
*Indicates a special event requiring registration to participate or an event for which the workshop is closed.
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SILHOUETTE 
SD & CAMEO 
INTERMEDIATE 
10:00 AM  $20.00

SILHOUETTE 
SD & CAMEO 
PROJECT 
10:00 AM  $20.00

SILHOUETTE 
SD & CAMEO 
BEGINNER 
10:00 AM  $20.00

SUPER SUNDAY 
CROP 

12-5 $10

SUPER SUNDAY 
CROP 

12-5 $10

INKY FINGERS 
ART ANTHOLGY 
10 AM & 
6 PM $20.00

July 2015

Store Hours: 
Sunday 12-5 

Mon. to Sat. 9-8 

Call today to  
register  for a class 

or crop! 
724-287-4311

T.A.G. CLASS 
10 AM & 
6 PM  
$12.00

CLOSED 
HAPPY 

INDEPENDENCE 
DAY!

CARD CLUB 
10 AM &  
6 PM 
$10.00

DEMO DAY 
Crop room 

is open!PART III 6:00 PM

PART I 6:00 PM

PART II 6:00 PM
OFF THE PAGE: 
PAINTBRUSH ART 
10 AM  
& 6 PM $30

MIDNIGHTER 
CROP 

6 to 12 $10

MIDNIGHTER 
CROP 

6 to 12 $10

A YEAR OF CARDS 
10 AM, 2 PM,  
& 6 PM 
$20.00

TIM HOLTZ 
BURLAP  
CANVAS 
6 PM $30

CARD CLUB 
10 AM & 6 PM 
$10.00

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

28 29 30

June 2015

Store Hours: 
Sunday 12-5 

Mon. to Sat. 9-8

SUPER SUNDAY 
CROP 

12-5 $10

MIDNIGHTER 
CROP 

6 to 12 $10

MIDNIGHTER 
CROP 

6 to 12 $10

Call today to  
register for a class 

or crop! 
724-287-4311

DEMO DAY 
Crop room 

is open!

KIT 
MANIA

INKY FINGERS: 
JOURNALING 
10 AM & 
6 PM $20.00

PART THREE 10:00 AM

SUPER SUNDAY 
CROP 

12-5 $10

SUPER SUNDAY 
CROP 

12-5 $10

MIDNIGHTER 
CROP 

6 to 12 $10

SALE-A-
BRATION 

SALE/CROP
T.A.G. CLASS 
10 AM & 
6 PM  
$12.00 PART TWO 10:00 AM

PART ONE 10:00 AM

A YEAR OF CARDS 
10 AM, 2 PM,  
& 6 PM 
$20.00

SUPER SUNDAY 
CROP 

12-5 $10

SCRAPAGANZA

SILHOUETTE 
SD & CAMEO 
BEGINNER 
6:00 PM  $20.00

SILHOUETTE 
SD & CAMEO 
PROJECT 
6:00 PM  $20.00

OFF THE PAGE 
G45 SHADOW BOX 
10 AM & 
6 PM $40

EASEL BOX 
10 AM & 
6 PM  
$25

SILHOUETTE 
SD & CAMEO 
INTERMEDIATE 
6:00 PM  $20.00

M I X E D M E D I A 
BEACH ALBUM 
10 AM & 
6 PM $30

PRIMA CANVAS 
PANEL 
10 AM & 
6 PM $30.00

CAMP 
SCRAP-
A-LOT

CAMP 
SCRAP-
A-LOT

CAMP 
SCRAP-
A-LOT

SUPER SUNDAY 
CROP 

12-5 $10

BPC SALE 
15% to 50% 

OFF 
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Monthly Kit Club 
So many people have asked for us to mail Double Features and Page Of The Month, that we now have an official Kit Club!  Register today to automatically receive the four Double Features and/or the Pages of The Month!  Not a local customer?  We’ll mail it!  Want to pick up your package? We’ll ring it up and hold it...no worries about us running out of anything!  BPC Member?  If  we mail your package, you can apply all four coupons.  Local customer?  You can use two coupons!  Register today!  www.scrapbookstation.com/pdf/events/doublefeatureweb.pdf 

Referral Program 
Did you know we offer a BPC Member Referral 

Bonus Program?  It’s super easy to participate.  

Simply pick up some business cards at the store 

next time you are in.  Put your name on the back 

of the card in the appropriate place and give 

them to your friends and family. If  they join the 

BPC club they’ll receive a discount and so will 

you!  So, get in on the fun and earn a $5.00 

credit or a free Crop.

Crop Room 
Guidelines

We very much enjoy being able to 
offer such a fantastic work space for 
all our customers and we hope that 
you enjoy the advantages we offer you.  
Please help us be able to continue 
offering these services by cooperating 
with the guidelines mentioned below. 
Thank you for helping us maintain a 
stress free and fun, place to be! 

When there is a scheduled class or 
crop only registered participants are 
allowed to be in the workshop area.  
Please refrain from entering the area 
until the class is completely over.  It is 
distracting to both the teacher and the 
paid students to have other people in 
the workshop area during classes.  
This means you cannot crop, layout 
photos or set up your gear during 
class time.  Please wait until after the 
class has been dismissed to enter the 
workshop area. 

Non BPC Cropper Members coming 
to crop during open table time will 
pay $2.00 an hour for Table Time. 

Any person occupying a seat at a crop 
or class must pay for that crop or 
class.  There is no such thing as a 
“guest” at a crop or class who does not 
have to pay.  If  one exception is made, 
others would expect them and then 
there would be mass confusion and we 
would have too many people in the 
crop area, making it uncomfortable for 
everyone else that is paying to be there. 

On Friday nights open crop time will 
end at 6:00 PM so that the staff has 
time to prepare the workshop for the 
Midnighter Crop.
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Page of The Month 
This month we are featuring Bella 
Boulevard’s new Campout line.  We’ve 
used their fun Clear Cuts, Treasure and 
Text Stickers and of course their papers! 

Measurements 
Trees-2”x12” 

Plaid-(2) 12”x1.5” 
Woodgrain - 10”x8” 
Small mats - 4”x3” 
Large Mat - 4”x6” 

Circle - 7.5” Round, 3/8”  Wide 
Bear Claw Clear Cut - Cut Diagonally 6”
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Dynamic Demo Days 
Come and join us once a month for a wonderful 
Demo Day.  Together we will create a beautiful Make 
and Take for FREE and you will receive 10% Off the 
featured product that month! If  you are a BPC 
Member, you will receive 25% off the demonstrated 
item!  Our crop room is open on Demo Days, so it’s a 
PERFECT day to come spend the day cropping!  Make 
it a regular date for yourself and your friends! 

Featuring vellum from Fundamentals and an EK 
Scallop Punch we will show you how to make this 
beautiful, delicate little vellum box!

Product of The Month 
This month we are featuring the Colorations 
Sprays from Art Anthology.  These sprays come 
in 18 yummy, wonderful colors and the best 
part, they do not have any glitter or sheen to 
them.  What no glimmer you say??  That’s 
correct, because sometimes you just don’t want 
glitter or shine…but…then again, sometimes 
you do!  So, enter Fairy Dust spray!!!  Fairy 
Dust spray comes in four luscious varieties and 
add just the right shine and shimmer to any 
product, not just to the Coloration Sprays!  
Check out these fabulous products this month 
and receive 25% off all of them if you are a 
BPC member!!

Type to enter text
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Silhouette & Cameo Classes 
Silhouette & Cameo Beginner Class:  The Silhouette SD and 
Cameo digital craft cutters are perfect for cutting shapes and 
letters to use on your scrapbook pages, cards, and more!  The 
QuicKutz Silhouette SD machine requires a PC with Windows 
2000 (or higher) OR a Mac.  Via the internet you get instant 
access to a huge digital design collection. The Silhouette SD and 
Cameo machines allow you to cut any TrueType font on your 
computer, create your own designs, and cut clip art already on 
your computer.  Plus, you can use a variety of mediums with 
your Silhouette machine, including cardstock, patterned paper, 
magnetic paper, vellum, vinyl, and more.  At this class the 
beginner will learn the basics of using the Silhouette SD or 
Cameo machine.  During the class we will use your Silhouette 
machine to complete a two page spread.  $20.00 
-Each participant will bring their own Silhouette SD or Cameo 
machine and a laptop with the Silhouette software pre-loaded, 
blades and cutting mats.  
UPCOMING DATES: 
Wednesday, June 3rd at 6 PM 
Thursday, July 2nd at 10:00 AM 

Silhouette & Cameo Intermediate Class:  Get even more out of 
your Silhouette SD or Cameo cutter when you learn even more 
advanced techniques and uses for your machine!  During the 
class we will use your Silhouette cutter to complete a two page 
spread.  $20.00 
-Each participant will bring their own Silhouette SD or Cameo 
machine and a laptop with the Silhouette software pre-loaded, 
blade and cutting mats.   
UPCOMING DATES: 
Wednesday, June 10th at 6 PM 
Thursday, July 9th at 10:00 AM 

Silhouette & Cameo Project Class:  Love your Silhouette SD or 
Cameo even more when you attend this project class.  Each 
month in this class you will complete a different project.  Class 
will center around seasons or specific themes as detailed below 
next to class date.  $20.00 
-Each participant will bring their own Silhouette SD or Cameo 
machine and a laptop with the Silhouette software pre-loaded, 
blade and cutting mats.   
Wednesday, June 17th at 6 PM - This month's project will be an 
awesome outdoor banner with iron on glitter paper! 
Thursday, July 16th at 10:00 AM - Project to be determined! 

Yard Sale 
Our next Yard Sale will be held September 12th. If  
you have never participated in one of our 
Scrapbook Yard Sales, now is the time.  Reserve 
your half table now to sell your unwanted 
scrapbook items. Table charge is half table for 
$10.00.  Whatever you sell through us on that day 
comes back to you in the form of a store coupon 
ready for you to spend on anything in our store that 
your little heart desires! What a fantastic way to 
turn unwanted supplies into exciting new products! 

BUYERS AND SELLERS WANTED!  
CASH & CARRY ONLY ON YARD SALE ITEMS 

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12th 
9:00 to 3:00 

*Yard Sale purchases and sales do not count towards BPC YTD totals.
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Mixed Media Day 
If  you didn't already hear the news....mixed media is all the craze in the crafting 
industry. Mixed media means textural materials, dimensional objects paints and 
pastes. We have offered a few classes here at the store , but were limited to quick 
projects due to drying time. That’s why we've decided to dedicate a whole 
Saturday to creating four beautiful mixed media projects. Just think twelve hours 
of new techniques and products with Tammy! Oh the JOY!!!  We will be using 
stencils, gesso, pastes, paints, wood, metals and lots of other fun stuff. Here is a 
quick description of our projects.  By the way some of these projects would make 
wonderful holiday gifts.  This day full of projects is just $125.  Register today, 
room is limited!! 

September 19th 9:00 AM 
Shabby chic 8x8 wood box with punched tin doors and a beautiful dimensional 
art piece on the back.  We will be getting messy with paint, alcohol inks and 
pastes...so pretty!  You choose what color combinations you want, to make it just 
perfect for you. 

Mixed media art album. Made to fit perfectly into your wood box or to stand 
alone. You will love learning new ways to express the artist in you by using lots of 
painting techniques and dimensional products. So much fun! 

Victorian bird cage.  Combining flowers, butterflies and ribbons that opens into a 
lovely six page art/mini album.  It's so pretty that you'll want to put it where 
everyone can see it. Victorian papers and embellishments will compliment this 
feminine piece that will bring many compliments. 

Mini spool album.  This sweet little project will charm anyone who sees it!  Its a 
three inch spool that has a mini album rolled on to it.  Pretty flowers, papers and 
a few ribbons will be sure to tickle anyone’s fancy. 
  
We ask that you bring heavy duty adhesive, a heat gun and an old apron to class.

Stimulus Crop 
Budget bulging at the seams? Stressed out over the economy? Then you 
need a day to blow off steam. Why not try our Stimulus Crop? 
 -15 hours of cropping! 
 -goody bag! 
 -one class! 
 -bag lunch! 
 -prizes and special sales! 

All for only $40.00 
August 8th 9:00 AM to Midnight 

I recommend early registration, as this event is always quick to fill. Why 
not make a weekend of it and sign up for our Midnighter on Friday and 
the Super Sunday Crop on Sunday? Give us a call today to register!

Stamp A Stack 
Who doesn’t love sending, or more importantly, receiving a handmade 
card? Join us for a day full of creativity and fun using all the latest 
stamping products to make handmade greeting cards.  You will be 
making four simple and easy cards...two of each...for a total of eight...to 
have on hand for that special occasion. All supplies will be provided 
except for adhesive, so be sure to bring your favorite brand with you the 
day of the event.  These are NOT the same cards offered in our Year of 
Cards Class and stampers of all experience levels are welcome. 

August 15th 
Join us August 15th for our Fall Edition of Stamp A Stack.  You can come 
anytime between the hours of 10 am and 6 pm to make your cards. We 
are here all day to assist you with your creations.  In addition, open 
cropping is available on this day, but space will be limited, so calling 
ahead is recommended. 

Cost of the Stamp A Stack event is $15.00.  You may also register to make 
more than one set of cards if  you wish.  Now how cool is that?  See you at 
The Station, August 15th for our Fall Edition!  Call today to register.
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Tammy’s Techniques 
I just finished filling up the "New 
Arrivals Cabinet!”  What is the "New 
Arrival Cabinet" you say?  It’s a black 
cupboard that is just inside the front 
door past the adhesives.  It is there so 
you can immediately see what just 
arrived in our store. This month our 
c a b i n e t i s c h o c k e d f u l l o f 
organizational products, decorative 
items and the new products from Ken 
Oliver. Check out Raelene’s article for 
more info on that.  Feel free to ask 
questions about these products...we're 
just as excited as you to have new 
items in our wonderful store!

Erin’s Enlightenments 
Hello crafters!  This month I would like to draw 
(pun intended) your attention to a new product 
that we have in the store, the Derwent Inktense 
Blocks!  Oh my gosh, can we just say 
amazing??!!!  These blocks look like pastel sticks 
(for lack of a better word), but they aren't 
pastels at all.  They aren't really chalks either.  
They are simply sticks or blocks that are solid 

ink and are velvet to the touch and draw, watercolor, and paint 
with ease, similar to butter!  Apply onto dry watercolor paper, and 
then use a water brush or water dipped paint brush to color in.  
OR, spray your watercolor paper with water, and then apply and 
watch how INTENSE the colors become!!!  No need to be afraid of 
watercolors again!  Draw, paint, and watercolor like an expert with 
these blocks!  And, you really need the whole set!  The full array of 
colors is not just magical to look at, but to have at your disposal for 
all of your gorgeous creations!  You don't need to be an artist 
either!  These can also work with your stamps on cards, scrapbook 
pages, anything that you are used to working with!  These blocks 
are so versatile!  Get your artist on with these blocks today!

            

Rosemary’s Reminders 
Hi girls!   We are so excited to show you 
the three new gorgeous BoBunny 
collections that came this month. First is 
the Boardwalk Col lect ion. T his 
collection is full of bright inspiring 
colors that will suit any summer project.  
The next collection is Juliet. This 
collection is elegant, yet romantic. It is 
perfect for any event from birthdays, 
weddings, bridal showers...you name it 
Juliet is perfect.  Last, is the Penny 
Emporium  Collection.  This line is full 
of gorgeous lavenders and gentle blues 
with an elegant twist.  This collection is 
a MUST HAVE! All of these collections 
h a v e f a b u l o u s 
embellishments that will 
add the perfect touch to 
all your projects.  Stop 
in and take a look for 
yourself.  Let us know 
which collection is your 
favorite!

            

Connie’s Clipboard 
Attent ion al l gardeners! Echo Park ' s new 
"Homegrown" collection has arrived.  This new  line 
celebrates the harvest with beautiful veggies, fruits 
and sweet summer flowers.  There are double sided 
papers with chickens, carrots, country floral, harvest, 
milk bottles, watering cans and mason jars.  There are 
also journaling cards and a GREAT sticker sheet 
featuring sayings like "Made with Love" and "When 

life gives you lemons, just 
make lemonade" and many 
more.  I know Homegrown is 
bound to blossom under all 
your creative hands.  Better 
hurry, this will go fast.

   

Raelene’s Ravings 
This month I'd like to tell you about an incredible 
product from Ken Oliver.  It is called Color Burst and 
it is a micro fine concentrated powder colorant.  This 
small, power packed bottle of color can be used with 
water on a porous surface, added to gel mediums or 
pastes, applied with a 
brush or spray bottle.  
The possibilities are 
endless! Make sure to 
c h e c k o u t K e n 
Oliver’s  YouTube 
videos, they are very 
inspirational.  

   

Karen’s Korner 
As many of you may have 
noticed, foil is the hottest 
t r e n d o u t t h e r e . F r o m 
invitations to home decor to 
clothing --- foil accents are it! 
Just in from Thermo Web 
iCraft are Deco Foil transfer 

sheets. These sheets are a fun and easy way to add a foil finish to 
your project. Works on paper, fabric, wood, and other porous 
surfaces. Foil can be transferred using Deco Foil's Hot Melt, Liquid, 
or Foam adhesives…all available here!  You can also use your laser 
jet printer to transfer images. The transfer process is very simple to 
learn! Transfer sheets are available in 12 colors/patterns and sold 
in a set of 5-6" x 12" pieces. These are way too cool, you'll have to 
stop in and check them out before they're all gone! 
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Emily’s Extras 
Hey ladies, The Station just got in something new 
for you. How many of you have had troubles with 
your hot crafting tools? They can really be a pain 
and an annoyance. However, Scrapbook Super 
Station has found a solution for you! The Station 
recently just got in the Hobby Holster. The Hobby 
Holster is a heat resistant silicone holder that clings 
to any clean, smooth surface and is heat resistant to 
400 degrees Fahrenheit. The tool has a convenient 
built-in ruler and a dual pocket design that helps 
keeps your work area safe and organized. The 

Holster holds hot crafting tools 
while in use and is perfect for 
glue guns, crafting irons, hobby 
supplies and more. This tool 
runs $15.99 and is flying off our 
shelves. Be sure too stop in soon 
and purchase your very own 
Hobby Holster.

 

Patti’s Palette 
How many times have you been discouraged from 
spraying or misting a project because you don't want to 
deal with the mess that it will involve? Well, we have 
the perfect solution. The Splatter Cubby from Cosmo 
Cricket is your answer. You can literally make a mess 
without messing things up! This nifty item can be set up 
to use when and where you need to spray or mist your 
project. The Splatter Cubby is made of white vinyl for 
easy cleanup. Once you place your project in the 
Splatter Cubby, the three sides 
and bottom will contain your 
spray or mist.  When you are 
finished using the Splatter 
Cubby,  it collapses down to a 
14.5”x14.25"x 3/4" size for 
easy storage. So make it a point 
to come on in and pick one up at 
a very affordable price.

 

Carol’s Comments                                
Celebrate the beautiful moments of a 
wedding with Carta Bella’s new line called, 
Rustic Elegance.  Add these vintage pieces to 
the sweet memories of any wedding.  The line 
includes traditional patterns and soft 
feminine colors. It 
features double 
sided 12x12 paper, 
sticker sheet, and 
die cuts. Stop in 
and see how pretty 
this line is.

 

Sara’s  Segment 
We are now introducing NEW metallic Wink of Luna brush 
pens! Coming in 9 new colors, these soft brush tip pens will 
give you a thick or thin line of metallic color that are perfect 

for decorative lettering, drawing, and 
adding highlights to stamp art. These 
pens give you a controlled and clean line 
unlike any other pen previously offered. 
These brushes are water-based of 
archival quality so they are great for 
preserving your precious memories. 
T hese meta l l i c co lor s show up 
wonderfully on both light and dark 
colors of cardstock! Hurry and pick up 
yours today before we run out!  

 

Kate’s Kubby 
Summer is right around the 
corner and we have just the 
paper line for you to start 
scrapping all of those great 
summer photos!  The paper line 
is from Echo Park and it is called 
Sweet Summertime.  This line 
includes 2 sticker sheets, one that 
includes pictures of summer 
objects and the other includes 
different colored letters and boarders.  This paper lines has 
great shades of color that put you right into that Summer 
mood with different bright shades of pinks, oranges, 
yellows, greens, and blues!  This line also includes 
different designs on them with flowers, clouds, suns, and 
more!  We also have a 12X12 paper pack that includes all 
of the paper in the line so you can have all of them at 
once.  So if  you want some great paper to kick off a 
Summer of scrapbooking, then come pick yours up today!

 

Kathie’s Karousel 
We just got a fabulous new product in from Ken 
Oliver Designs.  It is the Stick It adhesive sheets 
that can be used with your die cuts on the Big 
Shot and it can be used with any electronic cutter 
as well.  They come in 8" X 12.25” sheets.  Using 

Stick It with all of 
your die cuts makes 
applying the cuts to 
your projects perfect 
and easy, every time!  
Everyone knows I 
don't like messes, so 
this is the perfect 
product for me. This 
will make applying 
intricate designs so 
simple now.  No fuss, 
no muss, no hassles!
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Shout Out 
Did you know that when you follow us 
on Facebook or Twitter, you will get 
more up to date information about new 
arrivals and last minute reminders on 
sales and events!  So, join us today on 
either Facebook or Twitter and be in the 
loop! Also, if  you are on Twitter and/or 
Facebook, we would REALLY appreciate it 
if  you would give us here at Scrapbook Super Station a shout 
out when you are enjoying a fun time shopping experience, 
crop, event or class with us!  We love when you share with 
other crafters about the great time that can be had here!

 

Anniversary Sale-a-Bration 
Our 17th birthday is coming up soon and we 
really want you to mark your calendars, 
because not only do we have GIFTS for YOU, 
but we also are offering a discount on your 
purchase and free cropping all day from 9 AM 
to Midnight!  

Saturday, June 6th 
-FREE Crop from 9:00 AM to 
Midnight 

(registration is required) 
-17% Discount on your entire 

purchase* 
-FREE GIFT with purchase over $25* 

-FREE Make and Take from 11:00 AM to 4:00 PM* 

*Discount on regular price merchandise only. Make and Take good only while 
supplies last!  Limit one free gift per customer.

BPC Member Sale 
July 18th 
15% to 50% Off 

 Store wide for all BPC Members! 

Not a member? Why not?  
See page one of the newsletter to learn about our two 
different clubs…there’s one that is right for everyone!
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Kit Mania 
We are so tickled you love KIT MANIA as much as we do and 
so we have scheduled the next KIT MANIA DAY for June 
13th. So, be sure and make some time on June 13th from 
9-8 and stop in and check out the AWESOME page layout 
kits that Helen is working on. Our wonderful kits always sell 
out fast, so be sure and stop as early as you can!   

June 13th 
PS: Did you know that the paper in these kits are not pre-
cut? That means that they are completely flexible to fit your 
needs! 

Scrapaganza 
Join us June 20th for our Summer Scrapaganza! It is a 
wonderful day filled with: 

-four fantastic, fun classes 
-scrapping until Midnight 
-a great lunchtime meal   

-goody bags 
-door prizes for everyone 
-sales throughout the day 

Saturday,  June 20th 
All of this is just $75.00. Scrapaganza classes officially end 
by 5:00, but the crop goes until Midnight. Or, why not make 
a weekend of it by also signing up for the Midnighter on 
Friday and the Super Sunday Crop? It’s never to late to plan 
ahead, as Scrapaganza events usually fill up!  While we do 
classes at this event, this is also a crop, so you do need to 
bring your supplies! Call today to plan your fun filled day 
724-287-4311

Camp Scrap-A-Lot Weekender 
Calling all campers!  Camp Scrap-A-Lot is open and ready 
for for fun!  This promises to be our best weekender yet; 
with tents, picnic tables, campfire fun and laughs galore.  
Meals will be typical picnic/campfire food, but with fun 
twists and turns. Our campground offers recreational 
activities, half table campsites, 
scrapbooking from 9 AM to 
midnight on Friday and Saturday 
and from 10 to 5 on Sunday and of 
course, S’Mores!   Tammy will be 
your campground ranger for the 
weekend and you never know what 
surprises she will have in store for 
you, so don't miss out on the fun and 
sign up soon. 

July 10th, 11th and 12th 
From beginning to end, we promise you a wonderful 
weekend you won’t forget.  Included in the weekend cost 
there will be three meals, a goody bag, classes, prizes and 
sales throughout the weekend.  Cost is $120.00.  For out of 
town guests, be sure and book accommodations at a local 
hotel or B&B.  And did you know that we have two brand  
new hotels just minutes from the store?  So feel free to ask 
the girls at the store for information on these new 
accommodations.  Our weekenders fill up fast, so call the 
store and sign up today!  724-287-4311
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